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“HOLLYWOOD
PHILATELIST”
The “Hollywood Philatelist”
is a bi-monthly publication
by the Hollywood Stamp
Club.

Hollywood Stamp Club Officers and Members
of the Board for 2017
Chairman of the Board: Karl V. Shallenberger
E-Mail: KarlShall@comcast.net
President: Parker A. Bailey, Jr.
E-Mail: pbaileyjr@comcast.net

Editor: Enrique Setaro

Vice-President: Jacqueline Cortes

The Hollywood Stamp Club
meets every Tuesday from
5 to 9 PM at the Fred Lippman Multipurpose Center,
2030 Polk Street, Hollywood, FL 33020, Telephone: (954) 921-3404.

Treasurer: Richard Knierim [$$$}

All Club members are encouraged to submit articles, notices, or any other
data believed notable to
our membership.

Recording Secretary: Hilda Bailey
Membership Chairman: Alan Levak
Directors: Arthur Morris, Hamlet Gayadeen, Robert Lavoie, Jr.,
Stephen Ehrlich, Alan Levak, Michael Rogers, and Richard Sandler
Editor: Enrique Setaro. Asst. Editor: Thomas Walend

HSC
LOCATION
ON
MAP

Contact the Editor, by
phone (305) 428-0546, via
Skype, ID: ensetaro or via
e-mail: ensetaro@gmail.com

Enrique Setaro, HSC
Editor.
Born In
Argentina in
1941. Live in Miami, FL
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HSC ACTIVITIES; PHILATELIC CALENDAR
SEP 5. $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
SEP 12. Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
SEP 19. $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
SEP 26. $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
OCT 3 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
OCT 10 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
OCT 17 . $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
OCT 24. $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments

OCT 31 >>>>> GO-GO AUCTION <<<<<<<<<<<
CLUB NEWS
•

Follow us on Facebook:

•

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=hollywood%20stamp%20club%20

•

4th of July Holiday Cake: Robert Kenney was very helpful by sending this
photo of the 4th July Holiday
Cake, showing the President and
several members of the Club.

•

Holocaust Stamps Project.
This is a program from the students at Foxborough Regional
Charter School, Massachusets.

•

The HSC would like to ask our
members to donate any low
value stamps that they do not need to be sent for this project. We have a large
vase available during the meetings for this purpose. See details on page 8. We
expect to send whatever stamps we gather to the School, so bring your stamp
donations soon; our President is about to send the donation to the school soon.

•

Upcoming HSC Luncheon. Reminder of the luncheon
schedules for Sept. 17th at the Jacaranda Country Club, 9200 W.
Broward Blvd, Plantation, FL at 1 PM. Cost= $20. Get you tickets
soon with Richard Nierim, our treasurer.
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1936 Olympics Football (soccer) Pass
The 1936 Summer Olympics, officially known as the Games of the XI Olympiad, was
an international multi-sport event that was held in 1936 in Berlin, Germany. Berlin
won the bid to host the Games over Barcelona, Spain, on 26 April 1931, at the 29th
IOC Session in Barcelona (two years before the Nazis came to power). It marked
the second and final time the International Olympic Committee gathered to vote in
a city that was bidding to host those Games.
Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler saw the Games as an opportunity to promote his government and ideals of racial supremacy and antisemitism, and the official Nazi party paper, the Völkischer Beobachter, wrote in the strongest terms that Jews should not be allowed to participate in the
Games. Finally, all ethnicities athletes participated.
I recently purchased at auction a Football (Soccer) pass for the August 11 game. Here are the details
Men's football at the Games of the XI Olympiad
Venues:

Berlin Poststadion, Berlin Mommsenstadion

Berlin Hertha-BSC Platz Dates: Aug 3-15 Competitors from 16 na- FIG 2 FRONT OF PASS; FIG 3 BACK
tions. Medalists:

Fig 2 Front od Pass; Fig 3 Back

1st, gold medalist: Italy; 2nd, silver medalist: Austria
3rd, bronze medalist: Norway
The front of the Pass (Fig. 2) shows the date and time as well as
the attendee’s seat. The back (Fig. 3) has Germany B82 stamp
with the date stamp of the Olympics’. On the Quarter Finals Germany had lost with Norway and was disqualified. On August 11,
the Semi Finals, Austria won with Poland. On August 10 Italy had won with Norway. The final was
played on August 15, where Italy won with Austria. To get the Gold Medal.
During this Olympics the American Athlete, Jesse Owens, won international
fame with four gold medals: 100 meters, 200 meters, long jump, and 4 ×
100-meter relay. He was the most successful athlete at the Games and, as a
black man, was credited with "single-handedly crushing Hitler's myth of Aryan supremacy", although he "wasn't invited to the White House to shake
hands with the President, either". Fig. 4 shows Owens running during the
1936 Olympics.
Hitler was mad at this and did not attend the awards ceremony where Owens received his medals.
This pass will certainly be a nice addition to my Germany Collection. ©
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WOLSEY PAGEANT 1930 at Ipswich, Suffolk, England),
By Editor
Summary
Note: PAGEANT, a public entertainment consisting of a procession of people in
elaborate, colorful costumes, or an outdoor performance of a historical scene.
The Wolsey Pageant was a mid-to-large scale event staged in Ipswich to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the town’s most famous son: Cardinal Thomas Wolsey. The pageant was directed and partly-written by Nugent Monck, Director of the Norwich Madder market Theatre and a famous pageant-master (having
produced the Pageant of Norwich in 1926 and Blickling Hall (1925)). A pageant
was the most apt form of commemoration, argued the Mayor, A.L. Clouting, and
the chairman of the Executive Committee, J.F.C. Hossack, for several reasons.
Firstly, because recreating the time in which Wolsey lived would provide an invaluable aid to understanding his character and career. A pageant could show both the romance and tragedy of
his rise and fall, and also make Wolsey a living personality instead of a ‘mere name’. Secondly, Wolsey had a
natural association with pageantry, as a man who ‘outbid all with his splendor’. Thirdly, as one of the few men
whose career had been presented by a supreme dramatist (Shakespeare), the material for a pageant was already available. Fourthly, and most importantly, only a pageant could enlist ‘the help and interest of the whole
community’.1 The pageant was seemingly a great success, and a particular triumph for the local government of
Ipswich which took the lead in its organization, as in many other early 1930s pageants.
The pageant began with Wolsey, as a boy in Ipswich,
watching a nativity play of sorts—the story of Herod and his
fear of a powerful figure of religion perhaps acting as an
allegory for Henry VIII and Wolsey himself. The rest of the
pageant was mostly based on Shakespeare’s Henry VIII,
which depicted a scheming and wily Wolsey plotting against
Katherine of Aragon, and also secretly opposing Henry’s
marriage to Anne Boleyn. Eventually he met his comeuppance, lamented by many but not by the gleeful Dukes of
FIG. 3 WOLSEY PAGEANT 1930 Cover
Norfolk and Suffolk. At points
Monck did leave the Shakespearean play—for instance, to show a representative of
Wolsey founding a religious school in Ipswich. Along with the prologue, these aspects of the pageant were meant to demonstrate the great Cardinal’s love for Ipswich, even though he barely returned.
I acquired a 1930 cover, See Fig. 3, at one of
the HSC Auctions that has a “WOLSEY PAGFIG 4 DAUGHTERS PAGEANT
EANT IPSWITCH LABEL. During the pageant
the daughters of the high class families were presented to society, see Fig.
4. The Prince of Wales, who became KE VIII in 1936, attended the event,
see Fig. 5. Also, the event was a place of gathering for the nobility. Currently the event is called Wolsey Festival and it is a musical event.©
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FIG 5 Prince of Wales attending the event

1952: SAS FIRST ARCTIC FLIGHT COVER, By Editor
Norwegian navigational skills, together with some American know-how, opened the
door for SAS’s first major hit: a direct route between California and Scandinavia.
Flying to the US West Coast was challenging to begin with, and the fact that the airlines had to take a detour around the North Pole didn’t make it any easier. It took
SAS years to develop the special navigation system that enabled its planes to fly over
Poster of SAS Flight
the magnetic pole safely and cut the distance by a thousand kilometers.
When crossing the Arctic, the magnetic North Pole made the
use of a traditional compass impossible, and using a sextant
was difficult during long periods of the year because the sun is
below the horizon in the winter months between the fall and
spring equinoxes, even if pilots could still navigate with the
help of the North Star in the winter. Also, the lack of cardinal
directions made traditional maps useless.
Already in 1948, just two years after the company was founded, Norwegian World War II veteran Einar Sverre Pedersen
submitted his plans on how to fly over the Arctic, and a couple of years later the airlines started to plan
routes over the area. Meanwhile, SAS worked with Bendix Aviation Corp., a US company, to figure out
the problem with the compass.
SAS Boeing DC-6B Airplane

In the early 1950s, the magnetic North Pole was more
than 1,000 kilometers south of the navigational North
Pole, so the compasses would point south when they
should be reading north – or would go back and forth.
A new method was required. Bendix came up with
a gyro, which pointed to a set direction for as long as
the airplane was flying.
On November 19, 1952, the Arild Viking, a DC-6B, took
SAS 1952 First Polar Flight Cover
off from Los Angeles, with 22 dignitaries on board, en
route to Copenhagen. Pedersen himself was the navigator on the trip – and he was SAS’s chief navigator on polar routes between 1953 and 1975. The first polar
flight (Exploratory) made stops in Edmonton, Canada, and Thule, Greenland, and landed in Copenhagen
28 hours after it left Los Angeles. Attached is a copy of the cover with arrival Copenhagen postmark on November 20th. The cover also has a Greenland stamp/
label that might have been attached while it was in Thule.
The Thule stop was unusual because the only airport there is the Thule Air Base
Airport, a US military installation. It is assumed that because the SAS Flight was an
Exploratory flight the US Air Force allowed the DC-6B to refuel there. Attached is
their logo [ 821st AIR BASE GROUP]. In 1954 SAS was the first airline to start
scheduled flights on a polar route. The DC-6B flew from Copenhagen to Los AngeThule Base Logo
les, California, United States with stops in Søndre, Strømfjord (now Kangerlussuaq),
Greenland, and Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. ©
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PANAM 1937 FFC Hong-Kong to San Francisco > Cruise Ship, By Editor
I have been collecting 1930’s First Flight Covers sent over the Pacific Ocean on the San
Francisco to the far East. This cover [See Fig.
1]that I recently acquired shows some differences from the other covers though.
The cover was part of the mail carried by a
FAM-14 Pan American Flight.
FAM-14 The Post Office Department designated any contract air mail route flown by an
airline into/from a foreign country into/from
the US as a "Foreign Air Mail" route.
Fig. 1 FAM-14 FFC HK to SFCO
The Foreign Air Mail routes became known
as FAM's.
FAM-14 was awarded to Pan Am and on November 22, 1935 flying a Martin M-130
piloted by Edwin C Musick, it inaugurated flight service from San Francisco CA west
across the Pacific Ocean to Manila Philippines and later round-the-world.

Fig. 2 FAM-14 Sikorski S-42B Air boat

Here the registered cover was sent from Hong-Kong
to San Francisco on April 25, 1937 and arrived in
SFCO on May 4th. From here it was sent to Vancouver BC, Canada [May 6] for delivery to a passenger
of the S/S Empress of Japan, of the Canadian
Steamships. Ltd. PAA used
a Sikorski S-42B airboat.,

shown on Fig. 2.
In 1930 the Canadian Pacific’s trans-pacific service reached
its zenith with the introduction of the magnificent S/S Empress of Japan [See Fig. 3]. She was a very handsome
ship and had magnificent interiors that now are associated
with the Empress liners of Canadian Pacific. This mighty
ship was delivered to Canadian Pacific in Liverpool and
Fig. 3 S/S Empress of Japan
sailed on her maiden voyage from Liverpool to Quebec on
the 14th July 1930. From Quebec she sailed to Southampton. On the 12th July 1930
she sailed from Southampton bound for Hong Kong via the Suez Canal to begin her
trans pacific services. On the 7th August 1930 she set off on her first trans-pacific
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FRCS Holocaust Stamp Project, By Editor
Each stamp that is collected symbolizes one wasted life, “thrown away” as
having no value, much the same way as an envelope bearing a cancelled
stamp postage stamp is tossed in the trash.
Begun in 2009, the Holocaust Stamp Project is a component of Community Service Learning (CSL), at FRCS, Foxborough Regional Charter School,
MA. It is a unique educational initiative that provides opportunities for
students to gain a deeper understanding of how important it is to demonstrate acceptance, tolerance, and respect for diversity in their own daily
lives.
The goal is to collect 11,000,000 postage stamps as a way to symbolically
honor every victim of the Holocaust. Students and community volunteers trim and count the thousands of stamps that arrive daily from
across the country and the world. The wide range of themes depicted –
people, world history, places, flora and fauna, inventions, ideas, and
values – leads to discussions about what makes our diverse world so
special.
Stamps Collected to Date: 9,422,168 as of May 2, 2017 !

The students are working on
11 different stamp collages
with different themes related
to the Holocaust
Shown here are three of the collages the students are working
on:
> Lizkor – To Remember and to Never Forget
> Symbols of Peace
> With Liberty and Peace
for All

For more information please review their web site:

http://www.foxboroughrcs.org/students-families/frcsholocaust-stamp-project/views-voices-suggested-reading/
FRCS Students working with a stamp collage

Those who are interested, the school sells postcards with the
images of the collages.©
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President’s Corner, By Parker Bailey, Jr.
By the time you read this, a real hot and rainy summer hopefully will have passed so that we might enjoy the upcoming
hurricane season! I want to thank all of our members who
generously donated their stamps for the students of the Foxborough Regional Charter School, Foxborough, MA., and their
Holocaust Stamp Project. We will also start our presentation
programs starting this September which will be a short 10-15 minute presentation. They
will presented by our own members and I urge everyone to try to attend. The goal is
make them both entertaining as well as informative. The time will be from 6:15 pm to
6:00 pm in one of the small meeting rooms off the main lobby. Don’t forget the HSC fall
luncheon. ©
Until next time …………………………………………….Parker Bailey, Jr

Imperial Airways 1939 Cover, By Editor
Imperial Airways was the early British commercial longrange air transport company, operating from 1924 to
1939 and serving parts of Europe but principally the British Empire routes
to South Africa, India and the Far East, including Malaya and Hong Kong.
There were local partnership companies; Qantas (Queensland and Northern
Territory Aerial Services Ltd) in Australia.
Its competition during that period was Panam, Luftansa, and others that operated flying boats.
Imperial Airways was merged into the British
Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC) in
1939, which in turn merged with the British
European Airways Corporation in 1974 to
form British Airways.
The attached 1939 First Flight cover was sent from England to Montreal Canada.
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As Stamps Lose Hold as a Hobby, These Philatelists Push the Envelope,
By the Wall Street Journal, April 21, 2010
On September 21, 1847, Mauritius issued two stamps, an orangered one penny (1d) and a deep blue two pence (2d).[4] The words
"Post Office" appear in the left panel, but were changed to "Post
Paid" in the following issue, and are the source of the stamps'
common name. The "Post Office" stamps are among the rarest
stamps in the world, and are of legendary status in the world of
philately.
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The earliest known letter
from Morocco via Gibraltar,
from Casablanca to London
March 10, 1860
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Russian Steam Navigation & Trading Co.
Overprints, By Editor
The Scott Classic Stamp Catalog has a note, shown here,
explaining that this navigation company, while transporting mail, overprinted the Russian Offices in the Turkish
Empire (that already had overprints).
The Russian Steam Navigation and Trading Company (Russian: Русское
общество пароходства и торговли or ROPiT Russian: РОПиТ, also referred as Russian S.N.Co.) of Odessa was one of the biggest
joint stock steamship companies in Imperial Russia. It was estabROPiT FLAG
lished in 1856 and ceased to exist in 1918 due
o nationalization after the revolution in Russia.
In 1858 the company obtained a 24-year contract for usage of the port of Villafranca Marittima, on the Mediterranean with the Kingdom of Sardinia.
From 1863 to 1914 all Russian post offices in the Ottoman Empire were run by the ROPiT. In 1901 it had a
fleet of 72 steamships. Company stock was listed
on Saint-Petersburg Stock Exchange.
Also shown here are some of these stamps. The last one on the right is a 1 kopek originally
overprinted with “4 PARA” and later overprinted “ROPiT 2 1/2 pi”.
Humor on STAMPS.
This US stamp, on th e right, was issued on August 15, 1933 to publicize and to gain support for the National Recovery Act. This 3
Cent stamp features a group of workers; of these, a farmer, a factory,
worker and a teacher are walking with
their left foot upfront. The other is a
businessman; he is walking, but with
his right foot upfront. So much for “IN A COMMON DETERMINATION”! The National Recovery Act was a law passed by the
United States Congress in 1933 to authorize the President to
regulate industry in an attempt to raise prices and to stimulate
economic recovery.
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